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BEFORE JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD, UDALGURI, BTAD

DISTRICT- UDALGURI

G.R. Case No. 213/2014

Under Section – 20(b)/29 of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1995

State of Assam

Versus

Sri XX………… Child In Confict with Law

Present- 

Principal Magistrate:- Mr. Dimbeswar Taye, AJS;

Member :- Mr. Nandeswar Daimary,

Advocate for  Child In Confict with Law:- Mr Lal Chand Chouhan.

Evidence recorded on – 19-06-2017, 03-08-2017 and 09-10-2017.

 

Argument Heard on –  20/10/2017

Judgment delivered –   20/10/2017

JUDGMENT

1. The Juvenile Justice Board hold the inquiry of ofence under section 20(b)/29 of the

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act,  1995, under chapter IV of the

Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 (herein after referred to

as  ‘JJ  Act, 2015’ in short)  regarding Child in  confict  with law,  XX (hereinafter

referred to as ‘CCL’ in short). 

2. Brief  fact  of  the  case:  On  19-03-2014,  at  about  6.40  pm,  according  to

information  of  DSP  Headquarter,  SI  Amir  Hussain went  to  a  place  situated  in

between  Saraherua  and  Borghuli.  DSP,  Headquarter  and  some  other  police
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personal also reached the spot. There they seized 26 kg Ganja from the possession

of four persons including the CCL traveling in a Magic vehicle bearing nuber AS-27-

C-1959. Those persons were arrested. The beg containing ganja were seized. In

this connection SI Amir Hussain, lodged an ejahar.      

3. On receipt of the ejahar a case was registered as  Rowta P.S. Case No- 27/2014,

under section- 20(b)/29 of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act,

1995.  After  completion  of  investigation  police  submitted  charge  sheet  against

Darjee Daimari, Sanju Daimari, Arsad ali and the CCL, under section 20(b)/29 of the

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1995.

4. on receipt of the police report process issued against the CCL. In due course CCL,

appeared. The CCL was handed over to the safe custody of their parents during the

enquiry.

 

5. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the CCL. Thereafter, Considering

relevant materials on record particulars of ofence under section 20(b)/29 of the

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1995 explained to the CCL, to

which he refused to plead guilty of the ofences and claimed to be tried. 

6. The prosecution examined as many as six witnesses in support of the case. The

statement of CCL was recorded. The CCL denied the charge and plead innocence.

CCL did not examine any witness.

7. Points for determination:- In the case point of determination will be as follows-

Whether the CCL on or  about the day of  19.3.14 at about  6 P.M. at  the

boarder  of  Sarbaherua and Borghuli  under Rowta P.S.,  had in possession

19720 gms. of Ganja?
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Whether on the same day, time and place, abets or is a party to a criminal

conspiracy to commit an ofence punishable under NDPS Act?

8. we have heard the learned counsel(s) for the parties and also gone through the

materials available on record. 

DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF-

Now We proceed to appreciate the materials collected during inquiry to see whether the

CCL committed any ofence.   

9. For  convenience  of  reader  of  the judgment  we deem it  proper  to  refer  to  the

evidence adduced by witnesses during inquiry. 

10.The PW1, Abdul Mannan, has testifed that two years back during evening hours,

he was watching TV inside his house. At that time a police vehicle was came and

Javed Ali, Abdul Latif and himself was taken to police station. On the following day

they were taken to  Lalpul  outpost. There they saw two jute begs containing dry

leaves.  That he pit  his signature ext.1(1).  During his cross examination he has

deposed that police did not tell him where from the begs were seized.  

11.The PW2, Abdul Latif, has testifed that one day in the year 2014 during evening

they were watching Tv in the house of Abdul Mannan, at that time Police came and

took them to Lalput outpost. There they saw  two jute begs containing dry leaves.

He was told that same was ganja. That he put Ext.1(2) on the seizure list. During

his  cross  examination  he  has  deposed  that  he  does  not  know  from  whose

possession the articles were seized. T

12.The PW3,  Md. Javed Ali, has testifed that four years back police asked them to

come to police station. That as per direction they went to Lalpool outpost. There
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they saw two begs of cloths where dry leafs like substances were wrapped. He put

his signature Ext 1(3) on the seizure list. During his cross examination PW3 has

deposed that where from the articles were seized. 

13.The PW4, Jaynal Abedin, has deposed that four years back police of Lalpul outpost

asked him to give digital balance of his shop. That police checked his balance.

Cross declined by the CCL.

14.The PW5,  DSP, Kanak Saikia,  has testifed that on 19-03-2014 he visited  Lalpul

outpost.  There  he  received  a  secret  information  that   a  small  magic  vehicle

carrying ganja like substance from  Bhairabkunda via Rowta. They went towards

Rowta. The driver of the vehicle saw them and drove down towards Sarbaherua on

NH52. They followed the vehicle and found the vehicle standing by the side of the

road. They found passengers loitering near by the vehicle.  On search they found

two  bundles  of  containing  ganja  like  substance.  There  were  all  four  persons

including two women altogether. The vehicles was taken in possession. During his

cross  examination  PW5  has  testifed  that  he  does  not  know whether  the  CCL

requested to receive help from Magistrate. He has denied that the seized articles

were  found  lying  by  the  side  of  the  road  and  the  case  was  registered  under

suspicion.

EXAMINATION OF CHILD IN CONFLICT WITH LAW

15.During examination under section 281 and section 313 of CrPC, CCL denied the

charge and pleaded innocence.  He has submitted that he does not know anything

about that article.

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

16.From the appreciation of the evidence it appears that the alleged occurrence took

place in the year 2011. From such perusal it appears that the as per allegation of

Ext1,  ejahar,  the informant, PW3  Jiban Sharmah,  and PW1,  OmPrakash, Paudel,

and PW2, Ajijur Rahman, are victim in this case.  Being victims of the case all these

witnesses are material witnesses for these case. 
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17. From such appreciation it  appears that the ejahar contains some incriminatory

material against the CCL. 

18.DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES  

One  sealed  envelope  marked  as  “S”A”/1  having  a  close  polythene  packet

containing about 25 g dry plant materials. Marked here as DN-105/2014.

19.RESULT OF EXAMINATION  

The   received  the  sample  was  reported  as  cannabis,  foral  part  of  cannabis.

Cannabis implies fowering top. 

20.DEFENCE PLEA  

The CCL has stated that at the time of alleged incident they were coming from

Mangaldai and nothing such suspected Bhang was recovered from the possession

of any of the accused.

21.From  such  apprecition  it  appears  that  the  independent  seizure  witnesses  i.e.

PW.1,3, and 4 stated that they do not know from whose possession the seized

suspected  Bhang  was  recovered.  Rather  they  stated  that  they  were  asked  to

appear police station where they were asked to put sign on the seizure list Ext.1.  

22.From such  scrutiny  it  appears  that  the  PW.  SDPO who  seized  the  said  seizure

alleged to be recovered from the possession of the CCL and other accused persons.

But in seizure list does not bear his signature. That no inventory is prepared by the

I.O. according to provision of Section 52(2) of the NDPS Act. The residue of the

seized article are required to be produced U/S 18 and 19 of the NDPS Act. But in

the present case the prosecution failed to produce it before the court. Thefore we

can conclude that the seizure is not proved. 
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23.It is pertinent to mention that Section 50 of NDPS Act Stated. Section 50 of the

NDPS Act reads as follows:

When any ofcer duly authorized under Section 42 is about to search

any person under the provisions of Section 41, Section 42 or Section

43,  he  shall  if  such  person  so  requires,  take  such  person  without

unnecessary  delay  to  the  nearest  Gazetted  Ofcer  of  any  of  the

departments mentioned in Section 42 or to the nearest Magistrate.

If such requisition is made, the ofcer may detain the person until he

can bring him before the Gazetted Ofcer or the Magistrate referred

to in sub-section (1).

The Gazetted Ofcer or the Magistrate before whom any such person

is brought shall, if he sees no reasonable ground for search, forthwith

discharge the person but otherwise shall direct that search be made.

No female shall be searched by any one excepting a female.

24.On perusal of Section 50, it reveals that it the duty of the empowered ofcer to

inform the suspect of his right to be searched in the presence of Gazetted ofcer or

a Magistrate if he so desires. lt is the settled cannon of criminal jurisprudence that

when  a  safeguard  or  a  right  is  provided,  favouring  the  accused,  compliance

therewith  should  be  strictly  construed.  As   held  by  the  Constitution  Bench  in

Vijaysinh  Chandubha  Jadeja  v.  State  of  Gujrat,  (2007)  1  SCC 609,  the  Hon;ble

Supreme  Court  referring  to  the  language  of  Section  50  of  the  Act  and  after

discussing other judgments of the Court took the view that there was right given to

the person be searched, which he may exercise at his option. The Bench further

held that substantial compliance is not applicable to Section 50 of the Act as its

requirements were imperative. The theory of "substantial compliance" would not

be applicable to such situation, particularly where the punishment provided is very

harsh and is likely to cause serious prejudice against the suspect.

25.No doubt PW. DSP was present at the time of seizure but the said provision U/S 50

NDPS Act  was  not  complied  with.  That  apart  none  of  the  independent  seizure
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witnesses i.e. Abdul Mannan, Abdul Latif, Jabed Ali, Joynal Abedin could have stated

that before putting their signature in seizure list they saw seized suspected Ganja

were recovered from the possession of any of the CCL and accused. 

26.Morfeover, the seizure list Ext.1 is silent that seized articles the said seizure from

the possession of CCL only. It appears that the passangers were loitering near the

sized vehicle. The seizeure list Ext.1 reveals that SI Amir Hussain, I/C of Lalpool O.P.

seized  2 bags of suspected Ganja containing 13 kg per bag total  26 kg,  one

vehicle bearing registration No. AS27-C-1959 (Magic), and 4 Nos. of Nokia handset

with SIM, (4) One R/C of Magic No.AS27-C-1959. Therefore we again reiterate that

the factum of seizure of the alleged substance was not proved as per procedure

esteblished by law. 

27.From such scrutiny it appears that the CCL was boarding the seized vehicle and the

vehicle was seized by police. It was also alleged that the vehicle was plyinf the

contraband article. Though these facts has been proved the prosecution failed to

explain  the  manner  of  possession  of  the  alleged  article  by  the  CCL.  Mere

accompannying some other person and recovery of the article i a vehicle travelled

by the CCL is not sufcient to show that CCL was in concious possession of the

seized article.

 

28.Therefore considering all  and in view of the foregoing discussion We are of the

opinion that allegation against CCL are not proved.. 

   

ORDER UNDER SECTION 18 OF THE J. J. Act, 2015

29.We  considered  entire  material  it  is  held  that  CCL  are  not  guilty  of  ofence

punishable  under  section  20(b)/29  of  the  Narcotic  Drugs  and  Psychotropic

Substances Act, 1995 . Accordingly they are acquitted of the ofence under section

20(b)/29 of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1995 and set at

liberty forthwith.
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30.The case is disposed of on contest.

31.The C C L is allowed to be remain in the custody of his gurdian.

Given under the hand and seal of this court on this 20th day of October, 2017.

    

                                                                                Typed and Corrected by me 

 Member                        Member                                       Principal Magistrate 

                                                                                       

 Juvenile Justice Board Udalguri, BTAD, Assam
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ANNEXURE

1.  Prosecution Witnesses:-

P.W. 1:- Abdul Mannan,

P.W.2:-  Abdul Latif,

P.W.3:- Javed Ali,

P.W.4:- Joynel Abedin,

P.W.5:- Kanak Saikia,

P.W.6:- Amir Hussain,

2.  Defence Witnesses:-  None

3.  Court Witnesses:-   None

4.  Prosecution Exhibits:-

Exbt.1:- seizure list,

Exbt.2:- police forwarding report.

                                                                             Principal Magistrate

                                                                              JJB, Udalguri, BTAD
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